
 
 

 

Admiralty - Devonport South Yard: see PPP series AdDSY 
 

It was in about 1691 that work started on what became Plymouth Dock. The town that quickly grew 

around the Naval Dockyard was renamed Devonport in 1824, and the Dockyard adopted the same 

name in 1843. The spread of the Dockyard northwards, from the 1840s through to the present day, has 

established it as the largest naval dockyard in Western Europe.  

 

The original Dockyard at Plymouth Dock became known as the South Yard. It too expanded throughout 

the eighteenth century, reaching its northern-most limit at North Corner, where the town itself had 

first established itself around Cornwall Beach and Cornwall Street. The Morice Yard was developed to 

the north of the town in the 1720s. This was originally a Gun Wharf operated by the Board of 
Ordnance.  

 

The South Yard was enclosed by a significant limestone wall, not so much a defence against enemy 

attack as to keep out arsonists and make dockyard workers use the controlled main gates. The original 

entrance was at the western end of Fore Street with Dockwall Street, later renamed Edinburgh Street 

running along the eastern boundary. Until the 1760s, the original Dockyard ropery buildings appear to 

have been connected to the Dockyard wall and constituted a secure southern boundary. However, as 

the Dockyard was further developed southwards, towards Mutton Cove, the west side of the newly laid 

out James Street became the new and final eastern boundary. The wall here must date from after circa 

1765. It was quite possibly built the late 1700s, or even in the early 1800s. 

 

Maybe James Street provides a clue as to when it was first felt necessary 

to further demark Admiralty boundaries by stones. Here you will find a 

series of magnificent granite bollards, numbered AdDSY 1 to AdDSY 8. 

The stone AdDSY7 (see left) shows the style; with the number on top of 

the Government Broad Arrow, and the Admiralty fouled anchor below. 

The stones are set several metres away from the wall and, based upon 

evidence from other locations, these bollards represent the true 

boundary - not the wall itself. This layout was probably adopted so that 

the Admiralty could prevent any buildings being erected against their wall, 

which would have been a major security issue.  

 

There are no stones north of AdDSY 8 and stone AdDSY 4 is missing. 

Interestingly, stone AdDSY 1 is some distance from the banks of the 

River Tamar and there are no similar markers where the Dockyard wall 

dog-legs around Mutton Cove. However, an OS Admiralty Map of 1912 

marks the cannon set in the ground outside the Mutton Cove Gate as Old 

Cannon (Bdy. Mark). 
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